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Visual Streamline FAQ 

How is the Average Monthly Usage calculation affected by the Exceptional Order field? 
 

This has proven to be a confusing concept for many users because their expectations are that an exceptional order 
is determined by its deviation from an average sale rather than from the average monthly usage. 

 

Prior to version 10.1.4.0000, exceptional order processing works as follows: 

� a BASE average monthly usage of a product and warehouse is calculated based on movement in the date 
range determined by the 'Months back' and 'Months forward' fields for that product and warehouse; 

� the exceptional order threshold for that product and warehouse is calculated as the Exceptional Order 
percentage of that BASE average; 

� any sales in the determined date range exceeding that threshold are then deemed exceptional; 
� and those sales are backed out in their entirety to arrive at the FINAL Average Monthly Usage. 

 

If exceptional orders are to be excluded from the average usage calculation, 
then a typical scenario could consist of the following: 

over 12 months there are 100 sales of 1, 100 sales of 2, 1 sale of 20 and 1 sale of 40; 

� total movement for the 12 months is 360, for an initial average usage of 30 (360/12); 
� let's suppose that the Exceptional Order percentage is set at 50%; 
� the exceptional order threshold would then become 15 (50% of 30); 
� the 2 sales of 20 and 40 would then be deemed exceptional and would be backed out; 
� the Average Monthly Usage would then become 25 ((360-60)/12). 
� Another typical scenario could consist of the following: 
� over 12 months there are 1 sale of 20 and 1 sale of 40; 
� total movement for the 12 months is 60, for an initial average usage of 5 (60/12); 
� let's suppose that the Exceptional Order percentage is still set at 50%; 
� the exceptional order threshold would then become 2.5 (50% of 5); 
� the 2 sales of 20 and 40 would then be deemed exceptional and would be backed out; 
� the Average Monthly Usage would then become 0 ((60-60)/12). 

 

Clearly, the first scenario makes better use of the exceptional order functionality. 

The user must exercise good judgment when assigning an Exceptional Order percentage to a product.  Those 
products with a high number of turns can tolerate lower exceptional order percentages while those products with a 
low number of turns can be adversely skewed. 
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Changes in Version 10.1.4.0000 and higher 

 

The concept of Exceptional Order processing has remained unchanged, in that orders that are deemed exceptional 
are backed out of the calculation for Average Monthly Usage, however, the methods of determining exceptional 
orders and their impact have been refined. 

 

Changes have been made as follows: 

� fields have been added in the Other Controls grouping on the Warehouse Inventory screen as follows: 
� Base Average Monthly Usage, which represents average monthly usage before backing out any sales 

deemed to be exceptional; 
� Average Sale, which represents the average size of the individual components making up the movement 

and material usage used in the Base Average Monthly Usage calculation. 
� previously, only direct sales were considered when determining exceptional orders.  Now raw material 

movement is considered when determining exceptional orders. NOTE: if sub-module CP (Distribution Centre 
Processing) is ON, then sales and movement in satellite warehouse will also be considered. 

� a new business rule INV74 (Exceptional order determination method) has been added to enable users to set 
the base (Average Monthly Usage or Average Sale)against which the Exceptional Order Percentage will be 
applied to establish the Exceptional Threshold; 

� a new business rule INV75 (Impact of exceptional order on average usage) has been added to enable users 
to determine the extent to which exceptional orders affect the calculation of Average Monthly Usage.  Once 
an order has been deemed exceptional, it can reduce the average monthly usage base as follows: in its 
entirety; by the portion in excess of the exceptional threshold; or by the portion in excess of the average 
sale. 

� as a result of the changes described above, further modifications and additions have been made to the 
Other Controls grouping on the Warehouse Inventory screen, as follows: 

� the Exceptional Orders field has been relabelled Exceptional Order Percentage for clarity; 
� Exceptional Order Threshold is now displayed; 
� Total Exceptions, a field representing the accumulation of all orders exceeding of the Exceptional Order 

Threshold, is now displayed; 
� Impact of Exceptions, a field representing the portion of Total Exceptions that will be backed out of the Base 

Average Monthly Usage calculation to arrive at the Average Monthly Usage. 

 

The formulae for the fields referenced above are described in detail in the attachment to the FAQ titled “What are 
the formulae for EOQ, ROP, Safety Units and Average Monthly Usage?”. 

 


